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TRA 

Corporat finan lit rature sug e ts that the capital tructure deci ion has play d a pi otal role 

o r the years in driving the establishment and growth of firms. There is also a b dy of evidence 

that financial markets take a ke n interest in firm value especially for those list d on the tock 

Exchange. There is no empirical e idenc that there is a causal relationship between capital 

structure and the firm s alue despite the importance of the two concepts. 

This study uses debt/equity ratio as the proxy for capital structure and a selected few financial 

ratios to represent the attributes of firms value (profitability ratio dividend payout ratio asset 

and operating efficiency growth rate liquidity and business risks) in investigating the 

relationship between the two in the Kenyan context. The data obtained from the published annual 

financial reports and the authorized Nairobi stock Exchange Data vendors from January 2005 to 

December 31 2010 was analyzed using a cross sectional regression and time series analyses .The 

study also used correlation analyses to describe the degree to which one variable linearly relate 

to another in this study. 

Findings show that the value of the firm is highly correlated with dividend per share. Dividend 

per share and the value of the firm are positively correlated. From this we can understand that 

price of stock in these four sectors mostly depends on dividend per share. Findings show that 

when the dividend per share increases price for particular share tends to increase. 

Findings also show that value of the firm as measured by share price and sales growth is 

inversely related. 
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The study found that pri and share capital are negati el correlated. It can be inferred from th 

analy · s that none of the ariable ar perfect! correlated or inversely correlated. Each and 

e ery variable has some relationship with each other. 

When th re is ale growth in a company the future earning expectation increase and market 

price of share also increase in association with that expectation. From the analysis the 

relationship is negative: the logic behind thls may be the fact that at the time of growth 

companies generally retain most of their profit for future and usually don t declare dividend· as 

the dividend amount is reduced the price may fall. In association with it the other thing may be 

true: to support the sales growth the companies need to borrow from outside this increases the 

financial expenditure as well as the burden to the firm and affect the market price. 

From the nature of these findings it is fairly concluded that there is a causal relationship between 

the capital structure and the value of the firm as all factors that influences capital structure choice 

indicates varying relationships with the value of the firm. Fluctuating levels of debts in the 

capital structures affects the value of the firm proportionately. 

The results however are inconclusive but they lay foundation for potential future research and 

useful recommendations for policy direction and management of these firms. 

Interesting insights are drawn from using some of the limitations identified in the literature to try 

and explain why the results are the way they are. 
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TROD CTIO 

1.1 Background of the tud 

The capital structure of a firm is basically a mix of debt and equity which a firm deems as 

appropriate to enhance its operations in the midst of se eral constraints it poses .The main body 

of finance literature suggests that the continuing evolution of corporate finance reveals some 

di ergence between finance practice and theory guyen 2006). This divergence has stimulated 

increased interest and research into the local aspects of corporate finance in order to establish the 

reasons for this anomaly and the common ground upon which theory may be modified and 

consistently applied to add value to the functioning of firms. 

Over the past 50 years the relationship between capital structure and firm value has been a 

significant but controversial issue in finance. Theories of this relationship predict positive 

negative or no statistically significant relationship (Welch, 2004). 

Modigliani and Miller (1958) were the first ones to landmark the topic of capital structure and 

they argued that capital structure was irrelevant in determining the firm's value and its future 

performance. On the other hand Lubatkin and Chatterjee (1999) as well as many other studies 

have pro ed that there exists a relationship between capital structure and firm value. 

Capital is an important and critical resource for all companies. The capital resources can be 

divided into two main categories namely equity and debt. Equity arises when companies sell 

some of its ownership rights to gain funds for operation and investing activities. 
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D bt is a contractual agreement, whereby compani borrow an amount of mon and repay it 

with interest within tipulated time frames. There ar many definitions gi en to capital structure 

of companie . Brealey and Myers (1995 defined capital structure as comprising of deb equity 

or hybrid securities issued by the firm. SchJosser (1998) defined capital structure as the 

proportion of debt to the total capital of the finns. Haugen and enbet, (1988) defined capital 

structure as a choice of firms between internal and external financial instruments. Bos and 

Fethersto~ (1993) pointed out that capital structure being total debt to total asset at book value 

influences both profitability and riskiness of the firm. From the definitions given by many 

previous researchers capital structure can be referred to as 'the mixture of sources of funds a 

firm uses (debt, preferred shares and ordinary shares). The amount of debt that a finn uses to 

finance its assets is caJJed leverage. A firm with a lot of debt in its capital structure is said to be 

highly levered. A fum with no debt is said to be unlevered. 

When financial leverage increases, it may bring better returns to some existing shareholders but 

its risk also increases as it causes fmancial distress and agency costs (Jensen and Meckling, 

1976). The cost of financial distress can be both direct and indirect. The bankruptcy cost is an 

example of direct financial distress cost while extraordinary administrative costs, loss of trade 

credit, loss of sales and key personnel are examples of indirect financial distress costs. Therefore 

optimal capital structure is determined by the trade-off between benefits and costs of debt 

financing. The benefits are typically tax savings and the costs are financial distress and agency 

costs (Titman and Tsyplakov 2004). An appropriate capital structure is a critical decision for any 

business organization. 
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The d ci ion is important not only because of the need to maximize returns to the shareholders 

but it is al o important because of the impact of such decision on an organization ability to deal 

with its competitive en ironment (Simerly and Li 2002). 0 er the past se eral decades theorie 

on a firm s capital structure choice have evolved along many ctirections with many models being 

built to explain a firm s financing beha ior. The theories suggest that frrms select capital 

structure depending on attributes that determines the various costs and benefits associated with 

debt and equity financing. Prior to 1958 the traditional capital structure theory (the aY e 

Theory) was based on the idea of weighted average cost of capital (W ACC) principle which 

states that companies issue debt in order to reduce their W ACC as debt is considered less costly 

than equity (Prace, 2004). 

To broaden the understanding of determinants of capital structure in the context of capital 

structure theories, Rajan and Zingales (1995) have attempted to find out whether capital 

structure choices of the firms in other industries are based on the similar factors of those 

influencing capital structures of singly selected industry or are similar capital structure theories 

universally applicable across all industries. It showed clearly that there are many similarities 

than differences in the underlying factors of firm's debt to equity choices in reference to there

known capital structure theories. 

1.1.2 The Nairobi tock Exchange 

The SE began in the early 1920s while Kenya was considered a colony under British control. It 

was an informal marketplace for local stocks and shares. By 1954, a true stock exchange was 

created when the NSE was officially recognized by the London Stock Exchange as an overseas 
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stock exchange. After Kenyan independence A-om Britain, the stock exchange continued to grow 

and become a major financial institution. The facilitie ha e modernized since the original 

"handshake o er coffee" method of trading. The E has recently adapted an automated trading 

system to keep pace with other major world stock exchanges airobi Stock Exchange 2011 ). 

The SE is part of the African lock Exchanges Association. The ASEA was founded in the 

early 1990s to create a way for all the stock exchanges in ·Africa to communicate and stay 

organized. There are about 20 exchanges in the ASEA. 

As at the time of this study there were 57 businesses and companies listed in the Nairobi Stock 

Exchange, including Sasini Tea and Coffee Ltd. Kenya Airways, Jubilee Insurance Kenya 

Commercial Bank Ltd. and KenGen Ltd. Most of the businesses in the exchange are in the 

financial or industrial sectors though agriculture and other commercial services are also 

represented. 

The NSE is located in the citts central business district on the first floor of the Kimathi Street 

Nation Center. Trading takes place 5 days a week (Monday to Friday) but only between the 

hours of lOam and 12 noon. 

Nairobi Stock Exchange is Africa's fourth largest stock exchange in terms of trading volumes, 

and fifth in terms of market capitalization as a percentage of GDP. According to the Nairobi 

Stock Exchange report (December 2007) as a capital market institution the Stock Exchange 

plays an important role in the process of economic development: It helps mobilize domestic 

savings thereby bringing about reallocation of financial resources from dormant to active agents; 
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Long-term in esun nts ar made liquid as th transfer of securities shares and bonds) among 

the participating publici facilitated· The Exchange has also enabled companies to engage local 

participation in their shares ownership, thereby giving Kenyans a chance to own shares of 

reputable firms· Companies can also raise extra finance essential for expansion and de elopment. 

To raise funds a company (issuer issues extra shares· an issuer publishes a prospectus which 

gives all pertinent details about the operations and future prospects of a company while at the 

same time stating the price per share of the Issue· A stock market also enhances the inflow of 

international capital; and tock markets also facilitate government s privatization programmes. It 

is hoped that this will create a point of departure for corrective measures where necessary. 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

For many years the link between capital structure and the value of the finn has been the subject 

of intense global debate and research and yet there is insufficient empirical evidence to support 

the augment in the Kenya context. Kenya is considered as prominent emerging market in Africa 

hence need to address matters to do with capital structures as it impact on ventures within the 

country. -

This study will seek to more importantly enlarge understanding of the relationship between 

capital structure and firm s alue. Cross-sectional data and multiple regression models will be 

used to address this relation. In more recent literatures authors have showed that they are less 

interested on how capital structure affects the firm value. 
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Instead they lay mor emphasis on bow capital structure impacts on the ownership/governance 

structure thereby influencing top management of the firms to make trategic decisions (Hirt 

Ho kisson and Harrison, 2007 . 

Prasad et al 2001) surveyed the empirical studies on company capital structure and they 

observed that most empirical research on company capital structure is concerned with the major 

industrial countries and that there bas been relatively little study on developing countries or the 

transition economies. Kenya is of interest for two reasons: The country is in transition from an 

old constitution to a new one and is seeking to attract investor confidence. 

To date there is less concrete empirical evidence to answer questions like, 

1. What is the relationship between capital structure and the value of the firm? 

u. What are the factors affecting the capital structure choices of the firms listed in Nairobi 

Stock exchange? 

m. What is the relationship between the capital structure theories and the value of the firms 

quoted on Nairobi Stock Exchange? 

iv. How does the choice of a given capital structure theory in determining capital structures 

affects the firm s value? 
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1 bj cti of the tud 

The objecti e of this tudy as to examine th relationship betwe n capital structure and alue 

of firms quoted at airobi tock Exchange. 

1.4 ignificance of the tud 

uture Re earchers and Finance practitioner 

The study will make a significant contribution to future researchers to advance or modify 

existing theories. The findings will provide a learning base for finance practitioners. The findings 

may also be used as a source of reference for other researchers. In addition, academic researchers 

may need the study findings to stimulate further research in this area and as such form a basis of 

good background for further researches. They has also identified areas where academic 

recommendations have not been fully implemented. 

The management of Firm Listed on the airobi Stock Exchange 

The management of firms listed on the Nairobi Stock exchange will gain a better understanding 

of how the various listed firms finance their operations and how the choice of a given capital 

structure affects the firms performances thus taking informed position to avoid pitfalls . 

Policy Makers (Capital Markets Authority and other Regulatory Bodies) 

The Capital Markets Authority (CMA) and other regulatory bodies that are responsible for the 

licensing regulation and supervision of operators in the capital markets including policy 

formulation monitoring and evaluation will make informed decisions on the basis of the 

findings when executing their mandates. 
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2.1 Introduction 

HAPTERT 0 

LIT RA TURE REVIE 

This ection forms the second part of the study known as the literature re iew which is a body of 

text that aims to review the critical points of knowledge. It further discusses the theoretical 

perspective on capital structur and an empirical literature on the study topic. 

2.2 Theoretical Review 

2.2.1 The Trade- off Theory 

Developments in capital structure theory today are dominated by the search for the optimal 

capital structure. Some theories suggest that firms select capital structures depending on 

attributes that determine the various costs and benefits associated with debt and equity financing 

(Peterson 2005). Others suggest that there is no definitive optimal capital structure and assume 

that the attraction of interest tax shields and the threat of financial distress are second order 

(Shyam-Sunder & Myers 1999). It is referred to as 'static• because it assumes that the firm is 

fixed in terms of its assets and operations and only changes in the debt-to-equity ratios are 

considered (Ross 2003). This means that firms reduce their debt levels if the costs of financial 

distress become high and are observed to maintain their leverage levels at optimums where the 

benefits from debt financing marginally exceed the costs of financial distress and their financial 

performance is maximized or their risk is minimized. To elaborate more on this financing 

behavior it is essential to investigate the choices firms make regarding the costs and benefits 

presented by the use of debt in their capital structures. 
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2.2.1:1 he Predicto Of The Trade-Off Theory 

When an organization take on too much debt it suffer the danger of failing to me t its financial 

Obligations to its creditors with the result that this ·financial distress impacts negatively on the 

fum s value since it affects among other things any tax relief the firm may receive (Arnold, 

2005). Ultimately the fum faces the danger of bankruptcy and liquidation. 

Financial distress and agency costs: 

Financial distress includes but is not restricted to bankruptcy. It will quite often occur when a 

firm has taken on excessive debt and is unable to meet its financial obligations to its creditors 

although often, other various factors may contribute to this condition. The degree of financial 

distress varies among firms and may be temporary and short-lived. However at its extreme 

financial distress leads to bankruptcy and liquidation which involves large payments to lawyers 

accountants administrators and management. Severe limitations on managements freedom to 

operate become likely (Brigham & Gapenski 1994). 

Ross (2001) contends that as the debt-to-equity ratio rises so does the probability that the firm 

will be unable to pay its bondholders. Hence, ownership of the firm's assets is transferred from 

the shareholders to the bondholders. When the value of a finn s assets equals the value of its 

debt, the firm becomes bankrupt in the sense that its equity is rendered worthless. The legal and 

administrative expenses associated with bankruptcy proceedings are identified as direct costs 

which serve as a disincentive to debt financing. Other indirect bankruptcy costs or costs 

associated with avoiding bankruptcy are incurred when a finn is financially distressed. 
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Th se ar le tangib1e and in lude costs that impact on the current and futur operations of the 

busine s. 

The risk of bankruptcy will have an impact on the overall performance of a fum. Brigham and 

Ehrhardt 2003) identify the following indirect costs of bankruptcy or the impending threat of 

bankruptcy: Financial distress hurts the productivity of workers and managers as they start to 

worry about the going concern of their business. Suppliers tighten their credit standards which 

reduces the firm s accounts payable and causes the net operating working capital to increase. 

Ultimately, the free cash flows of the business are reduced; the risk of bankruptcy increases the 

cost of debt. With higher bankruptcy risk. debt holders insist on higher promised returns which 

increases the pre-tax cost of debt higher debt levels affect the behavior of managers in one of 

two ways: on the upside the risk of bankruptcy causes managers whose reputation and wealth is 

usually tied to a single company to control wasteful spending. However, the downside is that 

such managers also become more risk averse and reject positive Net Present Value (NPV) 

projects if they are risky and this leads to an underinvestment problem and agency costs to the 

business. 

0 

Financial distress or the risk of bankruptcy is directly linked to the trade-off theory of capital 

structure by the costs that arise with the excessive use of debt. According to Faulkender and 

Peterson (2005) firms for whom the tax shields of debt are greater the costs of financial distress 

lower, and the mis-pricing of debt relative to equity more favorable, the leverage levels are 

usually high. 
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For the optimal capital structure to exist, the firm s net tax saving from an additional shilling in 

interest should equate losely with the marginal increase in the expected financial distress costs 

(Ross 2001 . Therefore in order for ftrms to follow the trade-off theory, they have to reduce 

their debt usage when the costs of distress or the probability of bankruptcy becomes high. 

Furthermore since bankruptcy cost functions are specific to individual fums these costs can be 

viewed as primary determinants of differences in capital structures across firms. Several other 

traditional factors and theories can be factored into the trade-off m del and linked directly or 

indirectly to the costs of fmancial distress or bankruptcy risk. For example all other factors 

being equal the greater the volatility of earnings or operating profits of a firm, the less the ftrm 

should borrow to lessen the chances of financial distress. Other costs of financial distress depend 

primarily on the firm s assets or on how easily ownership of those assets can be transferred, that 

is, bow tangible or intangible they are (Ross, 2003). A safe, consistently profitable company, 

with few intangible assets or growth opportunities ought to find a relatively high debt ratio 

profitable yet a risky growth company ought to avoid excess debt financing altogether (Chew 

1993). 

Debt and taxes: 

There are certain observable facts that relate to the use of debt and the interest tax benefit that 

may accrue to a firm that uses it wisely. Firstly the tax benefit from debt is obviously only 

important to firms that are in a tax paying position. Firms with substantial accumulated losses 

will get little value from the interest tax shield. Furthermore firms that have substantial tax 

shields from other sources such as depreciation,. will get less benefit from leverage. 
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Fioall not all firms have the same tax rate but tb higher the tax rate the greater the incenti e 

to borro (Ross 200 1 . 

The Kenyan government taxes a statutory 30% levy on corporate income. But interest paid on 

debt is a tax deductible expense so that a tax paying finn that pays an extra shilling of interest 

receives a partially off-setting interest tax-shield in the form of lower taxes paid. Financing with 

debt instead of equity therefore increases the total after-tax - return to equity investors and 

ultimately increases finn alue. 

Hypothetically, if this finn chose to borrow 50 million or 100 million, the gains from such an 

arrangement would be 30%. This outcome is now considered very unlikely for a number of 

reasons: Firstly, the firm may not always be profitable so that the average effective future tax 

rate is less than the statutory tax rate. Secondly debt is not permanent or fixed investors today 

cannot know the size and duration of future interest tax shields, making the inflows from the 

latter risky to investors; Thirdly the corporate level tax advantages could be partially off-set by 

the tax advantage of equity to individual investors namely the ability to defer capital gains and 

then pay taxes at lower capital gains. The extra personal tax investors pay on their earnings will 

also offset more than half of the corporate interest tax shield (Myers 2001 ). 

Since the primary benefit of debt is the tax shield it offers on interest paid, it is essential to 

review in detail the literature and empirical evidence on the factors that influence the appropriate 

mix of debt that firms can use. 
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2.2.2 The Pecking-Order Theory 

Ther is an argument that firms do not try to reach the optimal target capital structure as 

directed by theory. This is because managers tend to follow the line of least resistance and 

finance their operations with the least costly form of financing Arnold 2005). 

ccording to Frank and Goyal (2003) the pecking-order theory is among the most influential 

theories of corporate finance and it derives its influence from the view that it fits naturaUy with 

certain facts about how firms obtain and use external financing. The pecking-order theory 

presents the strongest challenge to the trade-off theory because it offers some explanation for the 

alternative financing patterns found among firms and which the trade-off theory has failed to 

explain (Smart, 2007). 

The following corporate financing habits are typical of the pecking-order theory: Firms prefer 

internal financing (retained earnings) to external financing and that information asymmetries are 

assumed relevant for external financing· Managers tend to maintain dividend payments and they 

neither increase nor decrease them in response to temporary fluctuations in profits; If the firm 

must obtain external financing, it will issue the safest security first that is debt before equity. If 

the internalJy generated cash flows exceed capital investment opportunities, the excess will be 

used to pay down debt rather than retire equity· If the internally generated cash flows are 

exhausted, firms will work down the pecking order from safe to riskier debt and the firm s debt 

ratio reflects its cumulative requirement for external financing (Frank & Goyal 2003). 
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Loo ely defin d. the capital structure decisions of firms under this theory are driven b the firm s 

desir to finance new in estments with internally generated funds then with low-risk debt, and 

then ne equity as a last resort. Under this theory there is no optimal capital structure that 

maximizes firm alu (Chen & Strange 2003). The attraction of interest tax shields and the 

treatment of financial distress are assumed second-order so that debt ratios change when there is 

an imbalance of internal cash flow net of dividends and real investment opportunities. Highly 

profitable finns with limited investment opportunities work down to low debt ratios while those 

finns whose viable investment opportunities exceed internally generated funds borrow more and 

more. Hence changes in the firm's debt ratio are driven by the need for external fmancing and 

not by the need to reach the optimal capital structure (Myers & Shyam- Sunder, 1999). 

The pecking-order theory is based on two assumptions: firstly, according to informational 

asymmetry managers are better informed about their own firm's prospects than are outside 

investors. So when they decide to issue new equity to fmance new projects it is almost 

invariably taken by outside in estors as a signal that the firm's prospects as seen by 

management, are not good and that the said issue is therefore overvalued (Brigham & Ehrhardt, 

2008). This causes the firm s share price to fall (Brigham & Ehrhardt 2008). 

Conversely, management s decision to offer new debt to finance a project is taken, by outside 

investors as a positive signal that the firm s prospects are good. Empirical evidence supports the 

rationale that most firms with extremely bright prospects prefer not to finance new projects 

through new share offerings while firms with poor prospects sell shares because the latter 

means bringing in new investors to share the losses if and when they arise. 
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econdly th pecking-order assumes that managers act in the best interests of their exi ting. 

hareholders maximizing the value of existing shares so tha4 they will e en forego positive 

NPV projects if accepting them forces the firm to issue undervalued equity at higher issuing 

costs to new in estors which would in part disadvantage their existing shareholders ( amuels 

1997). 

Therefore in order to capitalize on viable future investment opportunities and to avoid subjecting 

themselves to the discipline of capital markets firm managers decide to maintain a reserve 

borrowing capacity of retained earnings comprising cash and marketable securities or an unused 

debt capacity. Such financial slack provides them with the necessary financial flexibility to take 

on projects without ha ing to issue external financing. 

The pecking-order model helps to explain why these profitable firms often borrow so little. It is 

not that they have ery low target ratios but that they do not need outside financing. Less 

profitable companies with an extensive investment programme, issue debt because they do not 

have sufficient funds available for these capital investment programmes and because debt is first 

in the pecking-order for externally raised financing (Arnold 2005). Nonetheless, recent studies 

are gradually finding a positive relationship between profitability and leverage thereby shifting 

their focus to the trade-off theory as a better pr6dictor of this financing pattern (Frank & Goyal 

2003). 

0 
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Predictors of The Pecking-Order Theory: The p eking-order theory is based primarily on the 

existence of informational asymmetry between f1rm managers and outside investors (Chen & 

trange 2005). If for example a finn announces an issue of ordinary shares this will be 

assumed to be good news for investors as it re eals a growth opportunity with positive NPV. 

However it would be a bad signal if the managers believe that the assets-in-place are overvalued 

b investors and decide to try and issue overvalued shares (issuing shares at too low a price 

transfers alue from existing shareholders to new investors with the reverse here also true). 

Therefore share prices will eventually fall because an announcement to issue new shares is 

usually taken as a signal that management have lost confidence in the firm s prospects (Myers 

2001) 

Conversely a debt offering is usually taken as a positive signal (Brigham, 2008). Investors in 

debt are less exposed to errors in valuing a firm since debt has the prior claim on assets and 

earnings. Therefore, an announcement to issue debt has a smaller impact on the stock price than 

an announcement to issue equity. For investment-grade issues, where the default risk is very 

small, the share price impact should be negligible (Myers, 2001). 

The pecking-order theory also attempts to explain the stock market's reaction to leverage 

increasing and leverage-decreasing events. According to Smart (2007), firms with valuable 

investment opportunities finance projects internally or use the least risky form of debt if they 

have to obtain external financing. If they issue equity however investors will most likely 

translate this into an indication that the firm s shares are overvalued. This results in a decline of 

the firm 's share price. 
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2.2.3 Free Ca h Flo Theory 

The free cash flow theory argues that firms seek to maintain dangerously high levels of debt 

because they believe these high levels will increase alue despite the threat of financial di tress. 

Free cash flows occur when a firm's operating cash flow significantly exceeds its profitable 

investments and is a common practice for mature firms that are prone to over-invest (Myers 

2001). 

According to Brealey (1995) the free cash flow theory predicts that mature cash cow" 

companies are the most likely targets for leveraged buyouts (LBOs) yet they do not endorse this 

theory as the sole explanC:Ltion for the existence of LBOs. However, for the purposes of this 

review free cash flows provide an alternative explanation for financing behavior among firms. 

2.3 Empirica: Review 

The essence of financial management is the creation of shareholder value. According to Ehrhard 

and Bringham (2003) the alue of a business based on the going concern expectation is the 

present value of all the expected future cash flows to be generated by the assets, discounted at the 

company s weighted a erage cost of capital (W ACC). From this it can be seen that the W ACC 

has a direct impact on the value of a business (Johannes and Dhanraj 2007). 
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The choice between debt and equity aims to find the right capitaJ structure that will maximize 

stockholder wealth. WAC is used to define a firm s alue by discounting future cash flows. 

Minimizing W ACC of any firm will maximize value of the firm (Messbacher, 2004 . 

Debt polic and equity ownership structure matter and the way in which they matter differs 

between firms with many and firms with few positive net present value project (McConnel and 

ervaes 1995). Leland and Pyle (1977) propose that managers will take debt-equity ratio as a 

signal by the fact that high leverage implies higher bankruptcy risk (and costs) for low quality 

firms. Since managers always have information advantage over the outsiders, the debt structure 

may be considered as a signal to the market. 

Ross s (1977) model suggests that the values of firms will rise with leverage since increasing the 

market's perception of alue. In their second seminal paper on corporate capital structure 

Modigliani and Mill (1963) show that firm value is an increasing function of leverage due to the 

tax deductibility of interest payments at the corporate level. ln the 30 years since, enormous 

academic effort has gone into identifying the relevant costs associated with debt financing that 

firms presumably trade off against this substantial corporate tax benefit. Although direct 

bankruptcy costs are probably small other potentially important factors include personal tax 

agency cost asymmetric information product/input market interactions, and corporate control 

considerations. 
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Early empirical evidence on the trade-off theory (Bradley Jarrell, and Kim, 1984 yielded mix d 

re ults. Howe er recent studies e amining capital structure response to change in corporate tax 

exposure provide e idence supporting the trade-off theory. Myers (1984) argues that the trade

off theory also fails to predict the wide degree of cross-sectional and time variation of observed 

debt ratios. Return on stock increases for any announcement of issuer exchange offers. 

Under some conditions capital structure does not affect the value of the fum. Splitting a fund 

into some mix of shares relating to debt, dividend and capital directly adds value to the company 

(Gemmille 2001). 

The issue of whether financial structure influences economic growth or not. Through 

heterogeneous panel it was found that significant effects of fmancial structure on real per capita 

output which is in sharp contrast to some recent findings (Arestis and Luintel 2004). Firms ha e 

increased their level of debt relative to their profit. As a result firm debt in general has risen 

substantially. They found that those fums having lower debt have higher value than the firm, 

which has high debt. Thus firm can maximize its value by choosing low debt or zero debt 

(Kinsman and Newman 1998). When the firm s investment is large, countervailing incentives 

lead both high and low cost firms to choose the same capital structure in capital structure in 

equilibrium thus decoupling capital structure from private information. When investment is 

small or medium size the model may admit separating equilibrium in which high cost firms 

issued greater equity and low cost fums rely more on debt financing (Spiegel and Spulber 

1997). 
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The presence of corporate tax shield substitutes for d bt implies that each firm has a unique 

interior optimum le erage decision and hen firms which issue debt, are moving toward the 

industry a erage from below the market will react more positi ely then when the firm is moving 

away from the industry a erage. The overall finding is that the relationship between a firms debt 

le el and that of its industry does not appear to be of concern to the market (Hatfield et al. 

1994). Debt ratios are found to be decreasing in cash flow or profitability and increasing in the 

investment of the firm in both countries. The study found positive with pecking order approach 

and generally inconsistent with the tradeoff approach (Benito 1999). The fum-specific nature of 

strategic assets implies that they should be financed primarily through equity· other less specific 

assets should be finance through debt. 

Firms are likely to suffer increased costs and decrease performance if they do not adopt suitable 

governance structures in their transactions with potential suppliers of funds (K.ochhar, 1997). It is 

considered customer-driven' financial distress where prices for the firm output decline 

whenever firm has poor financial status. Employee driven" financial distress originates from 

loss of intangible assets when firm revenue decline. Babenko (2003) examines the state tax effect 

on optimal leverage and yield spreads to find out the optimal capital structure at the time of 

financial distress. A negative relationship exists between the ownership of shareholders with 

large blocks on the one hand and the degree of control, on the other hand, with regard to firm 

value, the second relationship being significant. However endogenous treatment of these 

variables then re eals a positive effect for the ownership of the major shareholders on f1rnl value. 
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Ro 1999) propo es that managers will take debt/equity ratio as a signal by the fact that high 

leverage implie higher bankruptcy risk (and cost) for low quality firms. ince managers always 

have information advantage o er the outsiders the debt structure may be considered as a signal 

to the market. Ross s model suggests that the alue of ftrms will rise with leverage since 

increasing le erage increases the market s perception of value. uppose there is no agency 

problem i.e. management acts in the interest of all shareholders. The manager will maximize 

company value by choosing the optimal capital structure; highest possible debt ratio. High

quality firms need to signal their quality to the market, while the low-quality firms' managers 

will try to imitat . According to this argument, the debt level should be positively related to the 

value of the firm. 

Assuming information asymmetry, the pecking order theory (Myers and Majluf, 1998) predicts 

that firm will follow the pecking order as an optimal financing strategy. The reason behind this 

theory is that if the manager act on behalf of t e owners they will issue securities at a higher 

price than they ar truly worth. The more sensitive of the security the higher the cost of equity 

capital since th action of the manager is giving a signal to the market that the securities is 

overpriced. 

Stulz (2006) argues that debt can have both a positive and negative effect on the value of the firm 

(even in the abs nee of corporate taxes and bankruptcy cost). He develops a model in which debt 

financing can both aile iate the overinvestm'!nt problem and the underinvestment problem. 
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tulz (2006) umes that managers ha e no equity ownership in the finn and r cei e utility by 

managing a Jarg r fmn. The power of manger may moti ate the self-interested managers to 

undertake negatiYe present value project. To solve this problem shareholders force firms to i sue 

debt. But if firms are forced to pay out funds they may ha e to forgo positi e pre ent value 

projects. Ther for the optimal debt structure is determined by balancing the optimal agency 

cost of debt and th agency cost of managerial discretion. 

2.4 ummary of the Literature Review 

From the review of the related literature, it is evident that theories advanced to explain the 

financing beha ior of fums fall short ofthat objective. These theories clearly fail to explain 

certain financing patterns among firms, and the possible explanations for this are numerous. 

It is logical to suggest that there are other numerous economic variables that these theories do 

not incorporate that may have an influence on the observed fmancing patterns . 
... 

Graham and Harvey (2001) contend that the relatively weak support for many ofthe capital 

structure theories indicates that it is time to critically reevaluate the assumptions and implications 

of these mainline theori s. Alternatively, perhaps the theories are valid descriptions of what 

firms should do but corporations ignore the theoretical advice. 

Against this observation it is important to investigate the capital structure patterns of listed firms 

in airobi Stock xchange in order to check for any variations or consistencies in the capital 

structure patterns ' i lb what has so far been presumed from theory. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RE ARCH TBODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

The research methods used are outlined in this chapter. The chapter contained the following 

headings: introdu tion, research design, study population, target population. sampling de ign 

data collection instruments data collection and data analysis procedures. 

3.2 Research De ign 

According to Brown 2003) research design provides the glue that holds the research project 

together. A desi 0 is used to structure the research, to show how all of the major parts of the 

project, which includ the samples or groups, measures treatments or programs and methods of 

assignment that ork together to try to address the central research questions. 

The research d ign in this project was descriptive as it sought to survey relationship between 

capital structur and the value of the firm. 

3.3 Population 

The study focus d on companies which had been quoted in Nairobi Stock Exchange (NSE) 

between the y ar 2005 to year 2010 and their shares traded continuously in NSE over the same 

period. The study propose to analyze (57) listed companies which capture all the market 

segments namely Agricultural Commercial Finance and Investment industrial & Allied and 

Alternative In e tment Market (AlMS) 
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.4 mple 

Th study adopted a statistical sampling method. on-probabilistic sampling method and 

specifically purposi e sampling were used in selecting the sample within strata of segment. The 

adoption of the stratified random sampling method was informed by the fact that th population 

of the study was table and could be categorized into groups (strata having unique 

characteristics as Alt rnati e market Segment Agricultural· Commercial and ervices; Finance 

and Investment and Industrial and Allied sectors with each stratum capable of being studied 

independentl . This constituted a total of 57 firms. The purposive sampling method ensured that 

the sample frrms selected were listed in the NSE by the year 2005 and had continuously and 

freely had th ir shar s traded in the NSE up to the year 2010 ensuring that all the data set 

required for th study were available. 

3.5 Data Colle tion 

This study used only Secondary data, which consisted of Share prices share capital, Earning per 

shares debt levels sales retained earnings, both current and fixed assets and dividend payment 

ratios for the period January 1,2005 to December 31 2010. The data were obtained from the 

published annual reports of selected companies. This study carefully attempted to select a 

number of factors that ar essential to enhance the present status of the capital structure as well 

as the value of the firm to take a further movement towards success. 

3.6 Data Anal. · i 

This study used cross sectional time series fixed effect model to analyze available data to find 

out the relationship bet-. ~en capital structure and the alue of the fum (expressed by the share 

price in the market). 
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Cross tional regr ssion analysi measures the ob rvations at the same point in tim or over 

the same period but differ along another dimension. Time series analysis identifies the nature of 

phenomenon r pr s nted by the sequence of observation and forecast the future and ob erves a 

trend. 

This study also used.corr lation analysis which is a statistical tool that could be used in this study 

to describe th degr to which one ariable is linearly related to another. Through conducting 

correlation analysis this study shall be able to identify the degree of association among the 

variables. Thi model put value of the firm share price) as dependent ariable· fum size 

profitability publi ownership in capital structure dividend payout asset and operating 

efficiency growth rate liquidity and business risk were taken as independent variables. 

Firm size was represented by share capital, profitability is measured through EPS, public 

ownership is in percentage capital structure is represented by the ratio of long term debt to total 

assets, di idend payout at actua~, efficiency is measured through fixed asset turnover, growth rate 

is noted through sales growth rate liquidity is measured by current ratio and business risk was 

represented by op rating le erage. 

Vof = a + P1 ps + P2dp ratio + PJ public + P4 fato + Ps ltdebtas + P6 curatio + P1 operlev + Ps 
salesgr + P9 sharecap + e1 

Where: vof- alu of the fum eps - earnings per share· dpratio - dividend payout ratio· public - a 

percentage of publ ic shareholding; Jato - fixed asset turnover- ltdebtas - long term debt to total 

assets; curatio - current ratio; operlev - operating leverage; salesgr - sales growth; sharecap -

share capital· a - constant s - residual composent; i = 1 . . . 12; t - time 1 ... , 6. 
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DAT 

4.1 Introdu tion 

AL 

RAPT RFO 

TERPRET TIO PRE E T TIO 

The study was based on selected four sectors out of total ten economic groups or sectors of 

Kenyan economy within airobi tock exchange. These four sectors include· Agriculture 

anufacturing and allied energy and petrol and commercial and services. 

The analysis s ction of the paper is based on published data of companies listed on the Nairobi 

two Stock Ex hanges of the country. In the following statements of the section this study 

presented sector-wise capital structures and followed by sector-wise ratio analysis of selected 

companies. 

Capital structur consists of balance sheet items like shareholders' equity, non-current liabilities 

and total capital employed. Capital structures of selected companies are shown as: shareholders' 

equity is the. sum of ordinary share capital revaluation, and capital reserves other reserves and 

surplus. on-curr nt liabilities are preference share, debenture, and other non-current liabilities. 

The capital employed is sum of debt equity ratio gearing book value per share and net asset 

value per shar . 

4.2 Data Anal. i and Interpretation 

4.2.1 Correlati n analysis 

Output of correlation analysis is represented in matrix of pair-wise correlation. This study 

calculated correlation of variables with each other. It was found that price is positively correlated 
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with EP . divid nd per hare and book alue per shar fixed as ets tumo er current ratio 

in entory turno er ratio PIE ratio eli idend growth and net profit margin. 

As illustrated in appendix II price is highly correlated with dividend per share which is 0.507. 

DP and price ar most p sitively correlated. From this we can understand that price of stock in 

these four sectors mostl d pends on dividend per share. When the DP increase price for 

particular snare tends to increase. Price and EPS have positively correlation of 0.33. Price and 

dividend payout ratio are slightly negatively correlated by -0.001. The correlation value is 

insignificant Price and public shareholding has negative correlation of -0.027. Price and fixed 

assets turnover have positive correlation of 0 .21. Price and long term debt to total asset ratio have 

negati e correlation of 0.348. 

Price to current ratio has correlation of 0.0 13. Price and sales growth have correlation of -.032. 

This means price and sales growth are in ersely related. But in real world price tend to increase 

with the increas of sales growth. The study found that price and share capital are negatively 

correlated correlation valu -0.0711. It can be inferred from the analysis that that none of the 

variables are perfectly correlated or inversely correlated. Each and every variable has some 

relationship with each other. 

4.2.2 Cro ectional time eries regres ion analysi 

This study conducted fj.xed between cross sectional time series regression models. The cross 

sectional time s ries regression was conducted considering price as dependent variable; and 

independent variables were EP di idend payout ratio percentage of public shareholding fixed 
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t tumo er long term d bt to total assets current ratio operating leverage al growth and 

total share capital. This stud gathered last 6 years financial data of 12 compani longing to 

these four s ctors. The stud acquired the data from 1st January 2005 to 3 1st December 2010 to 

conduct cro s sectional tim series regression analysis. 

EPS has coefficient of 3.83 which says that one unit increase in EP will increase price by 3.83. 

tandard error is 0.461 this indicates that the data given into the table are acceptable· t value of 

EPS on price j 8.319 and this is the highest t value in the regression table. As the 1 value is 

highest it indicates that sign confirmed by coefficient is supported by I value. These statistically 

satisfy that EPS change will affect price by 3.83 times. So this study suggests that by increasing 

EPS of any finn frnancial manager can increase the value of the share price. 

Dividend payout ratio has co :fficient of 1.87 which is less than the coefficient of EPS on price. 

Its standard error is 11.4 ' hich is higher than the standard error of EPS. The I value is 0.164. 

This implies that firm may increase the value through paying more dividend out of their current 

income or from their previous income. 

Public shareholding has negati e coefficient of -2.52 with price. This implies that if any firm has 

greater shareholding by the public then the price of that particular company will decrease. 

Standard error is 11.40 and lhe t value is -0.18. This also shows that a firm can increase its price 

by reducing public shareholding. 
0 
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Fixed asset turnover bas er_· low n gati e impact on price. It shows that if fixed ass t turno er 

in reas by 1 uni t then pric \vill reduce by .66. In real world we ha s en that tb more a 

company will b able to generate sales through its fixed assets th more efficient will be the firm 

and profit will b relatively higher. But in our statistical result implying that fixed asset turnover 

reduces the pric of stocks or alue of firm. 

Long term debt to total ass t has the highest coefficient of 88.56. This indicates the most 

influential variable. Long term debt to total asset indicates the portion of long term liability or 

credit on total fi rm s fixed assets. Standard error is 82.64. Here it is accepting due to much 

ariability of long term debt to total assets in observed data. t value is 1.07 which shows that by 

taking debt to its capital structure one firm can increase the market value of share. The portion of 

" or the mix of long term debt to total assets may widely vary from company to company. 

Current ratio has coefficient of 0.0278 with price. This shows that current ratio bas positive 

relationship with price. Current ratio increases with the increase of current asset or with the 

decrease in curr nt liability. When the current asset is higher than the current liability that means 

some portion vf the current asset is being financed by its long term debt. t value of 0.049 is 

acceptable to us as its standard error is Lew. 

Price and operating leverage has negative coefficient of -0.091. Its standard error is 0.33. t value 

is -0.27. Operating leverage bows the extent to which a firm has fixed burden. If any firm has 
0 

high fixed cost or operating leverage then a little change in sales price will adversely affect the 
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profitability of any finn. Low operating le erag gi es any firm flexibility. o by reducing 

operating le erag any finn an increase its value. 

bare capital and price ba negati coefficient of -6.32, standard error is 2.98 and t alue is

.12. lb.is explain that the larger the equity capital of a firm the lower the share price in the 

market This may happen for the exp ctation of the shareholder. 

econd regression model made pric as dependent variable and independent ariable included 

EPS, dividend payout ratio, public 1harebolding fixed asset turnover long term debt to total 

assets current ratio operating le erage and sales growth. R2 indicates that independent 

ariables can explain 11.53% of variability in the model. 

This model ignore~ the impact of share capi•al on the market price of stocks. Because number of 

shares have multiple indirect influences on other variables considered in the model, like EPS, 

DPS long term debt to total assets and leverag~ ratio. Therefore the second regression was 

considered the roundabout impact of share capital rather than both direct and indirect sways. 

It was observed that long t rm debt to total asset has coefficient of 128.86 which is the most 

influencing the price if someone consider only the coefficient figure. This means one unit 

increase in long t rm debt to total asset will increase price by 128.86. Its associated t value is 

1.599. Although the coefficient is not statistically significant the positive impact of debt ratio on 

stock price has important implications. 
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After the long term d bt to total assets earning per share has coefficient of 3.77 with price. This 

means one unit increase in earnings per share will increase price by 3.77. As the t alue is high it 

indicates that sign confinned by co fficient is supported by thls value. This also indicates that 

any increase in EPS of any firm will increase the price of that firm. Di idend payout ratio (DP 

ratio) has coeffici nt of 2.7475 with price this indicates that 1 unit increase in DP ratio will 

increase price by 2.74. Th t value is small at .24 this indicates less sign of confirmation by 

coefficient to draw any idea or impact. If we compare std. error ofEPS and DP ratio we will see 

that DP ratio has higher std. rror than EPS. 

Percentage of public shareholding fixed asset turnover, operating leverage and sales growth 

have negative coefficient with price. Of which sales growth has higher negative coefficient. 

Sales growth has coefficient of -26.508 with price and t value of -1.236. This indicates one unit 

sales growth will reduce the price by 26.508. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

D G CO CL 10 AND co D TIO 

5.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter analysis was conducted where the financial reporting s were collected 

and analyzed and presentation done. This chapter discussed the main findings and conclusions 

based on data analyzed in chapter four above. The purpose of these conclusions is to answer the 

objecti e of the study. 

5.2 Summary of Findings and Discu sion 

Fluctuations in the capital structure of the firms were influenced not only by a conscious effort 

by managers to meet particular objectives, but by some external factors as well. An element of 

support for this comes from Welch (2004) who extends the dynamic of capital structure theory to 

argue that o er a long period the value of the firm (Share price) relates to its capital structure. 

In line with the agency costs theory and information asymmetry hypothesis the market favours 

firms that issue more debt as they are viewed as being more transparent and the issuers of debt 

believe that they have mo e more control over them thus typically translating improve finn's 

alue. 

Findings show that the value of the firm is highly correlated with dividend per share. Dividend 

per share and the alu of the firm are most positively correlated. From this we can understand 

that price of stock in these four sectors mostly depends on di idend per share. It is also shown 

that when the di idend per share increases price for particular share tends to increase. 
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Findings show value of th fum (measured by share price) and sales growth ar inversely relat d. 

The study found that price and share capital are negatively correlated. It can be inferred from the 

analysis that none of the ariables are perfectly correlated or inversely correlated. Each and 

every variable has so ne relationship with each other. 

In the first regression model EPS dividend payout ratio long term debt to total assets, and 

current rati ha e positive coefficient and public shareholding fixed asset turnover operating 

leverage, sal'!s gro~ and total share capital have negative coefficient and R2 of 0.1249 

indicates that 12.49% of ariables in the dependent variables can be explained by independent 

variables. It is observed that EPS change affect the firm's value. It is noted that by increasing 

EPS of any fum financial manager can increase the value of the share price. Findings show that 

the firm may increase the value through paying more dividends out of their current income or 

from their pre ious income. 

Findings also sbo that public shareholding has negative coefficient of -2.52 with price. This 

also shows that a flrm can increase its price by reducing public shareholding. It is noted that 

fixed asset turnover has very low negative impact on price. It is noted that in real world we have 

seen that the more a company will be able to generate sales through its fixed assets the more 

efficient will be the fLrm and profit will be relatively higher. But in our statistical result implying 

that fixed ass t turnov r reduces the price of stocks or value of finn. 
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Findings ho that long term debt to total asset has the highe t coefficient meaning it is long 

term debt to total asset indicates the portion of long term liability or credit on total firm s fixed 

assets. The portion of or the mix of long term debt to total assets may widely vary from company 

tocompan . 

Findings show that an firm has high fixed cost or operating leverage then a little change in sales 

price will adversely affi ct th profitability of any firm. Low operating leverage gives any firm 

flexibility. o by reducing operating leverage any firm can increase its alue. 

Findings show that sale growth has negative coefficient with price. This result is not supported 

by real life phenomenon. because sales growths supposed to have positive impact on a firm. 

ales growth will make higher the net profit margin. The economics of scale could be attained by 

increase any companies sales growth. The obtained statistical result data shows that there exists a 

negative relationship with the firm value. As the reaJ life experience and our statistical data are 

not matching one could ignore any result out of it. 

Findings show that g n rally. wh n there is sales growth in a company the future earning 

expectation increase and r.mrket price of share also increase in association with that expectation. 

Our analysi suggests th relationship as negative: the logic behind this may be the fact that at 

the time of growth companies generally retain most of their profit for future and usually don t 

declare di vidend· as the divid nd amount is reduced the price may fall. In association with it the 

other thlng rna be true: t support the sales growth the companies need to borrow from outside 
0 
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this increas s the finan ial e ·p nditure as well as the burden to the firm and affect the market 

price. 

Through the analysis it i seen that capital structure has impact on the market value of a firm. 

Furthermore it is also obs r ed that by changing its current ratio, operating leverage EP , 

dividend payout ratio or share c?.pital of a firm may increase its value in the market. Most 

· ·eresting finding is about the alue of R2 which is expectedly very low like other findings in 

other similar research pap r . Becaus share price is not only dependent on the fundamental 

' 
financial information of the company but also on the qualitative decision of management level 

of good go eman-;;e, investor ps chology market reputation, business cycle, etc. 

5.3 Cone ion and Recommendation 

The stu .· objcctiv ' as to find out th relationship between capital structure and value of :firms 

quoted at Nairobi stock xchang . In order to achieve the goal this paper gathered secondary data 

of publi 1y li t d companies and used some statistical tools to analyze all the financial 

information. To investigate the relationship between capital structure and firm value in Kenyan 

context this aper considered share price as proxy for value and debt/equity ratios for capital 

structure decision. 

The int r sting flnding of thi paper suggests that maximizing the wealth of shareholders 

requires a per[! ct combination of d bt and equity whereas cost of capital bas a negative 

correlatio 1 in this decision and it bas to be as minimum as possible. This is also seen that by 

changing th capital structure composition a firm can increase its value in the market. 
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onetheles . thi could b a significant policy implication for finance managers b cau they 

can utilized bt tc form optimal capital tructure to maximize the wealth of shareholders. 

0 

Con lusion is made that that price i highly correlated with dividend per share. Di idend per 

share and pric ar most positively correlated. It is noted that when the dividend per hare 

increases pric f0r particular hare t nds to increase. The study concludes that price and sales 

gro\\-th are inv rsel related. Price and share capital are negatively correlated. It was noted that 

each and e r ariabl ha some r lationship with each other. The study concludes that EPS 

change affect price. It ' as observed thr.t a firm can increase its price by reducing public 

sbareholding. It is noted that fixed asset turnover has very low negative impact on price. The 

study conclude~ that long term debt to total asset has the highest coefficient meaning it is long 

term debt to total asset indicates the portion of long term liability or credit on total firm,s fixed 

assets. The portion of or th mix of long term debt to total assets may widely vary from company 

to company. 

5.4 Limitation of the tud 

The study fi ustd on companies which had been quoted in Nairobi Stock Exchange (NSE) 

between the y~..: ar 2005 t y ar 2010 and their shares traded continuously in NSE over the same 

period. A total [ 12 com panic wer tuc!ied. 

The study wa limited to a tati tical sampling method. Non-probabilistic sampling method and 

specifically urp si e ampling wer t•.sed in selecting the sample within strata of segment. The 

adoption of th, stratifi d random sampling method was informed by the fact that the population 
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of the study was stab! and could b categorized into groups (strata having uniqu 

cham teristi a Alt rnativ market egment Agricultural· Commercial and ervices· Finance 

and In estment and Industrial and Alii d sectors with each stratum capable of being studied 

independently. 

This study used only secondar data, " hi h were essential from the selected companies balance 

eets and incom~ tatem nts from January 1 2005 to December 31 2010 limiting the scope of 

the study. 

The study us cro s sectional tie series fixed effect model to analyze available data to find out 

the impact of capital structur on the firm value (expressed by the share price in the market). 

This study als used co IT lation anal sis \Vhich is a statistical tool that could be used in this study 

to describe th d gree to which one variable is linearly related to another. 

conducted within a tim frame of five months dating July 2011 to October 2011 

when final pr ntation of th study was carried out. 

5.5 Sur-ne ti on for Fu,·thc,· esearch 

Future .:search shoull focu · on the tm researched companies that are listed in Nairobi Stock 

Exchange. uture research can also focus on the private companies. The given time frame can as 

well be · dju h:d to cover a i i r scope. Other statistical sampling methods can me adopted such 

as the , nl · slic san pi in.' method to det rmine the population of study. Other segment unlike 

Alterna \' gricultural· Commercial and Services; Finance and Investment 

and Inc •<; rial :~nd All ie sectNS can be adopted for future research. 
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This tudy pr poses the u ·~ of primary data where management of the companies can be 

question on th position or Lh companie with regard to capital structure unlike concentrating 

on only second ry data, ' hich were essential from the selected companies balance sheets and 

income stat mcnts in a given 1-; ~riod. 
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Appendi I: ELi ted Compani 

ALTERNATIVE 

TM T 

FIN CEAND l DU TRIAL D M RKET 

GRICULTURAL I VE TME T ALLIED E ME T( I ) 

Kakuzi Barclays Bank Ltd Athi River Mining City Trust Ltd 

Rea Vipingo Plantations 

Ltd CFC Stanbic Holdings Ltd B.O.C Kenya Ltd Eaagads Ltd 

Diamond Trust Bank 

Sasini Ltd Kenya Ltd Bamburi Cement Ltd Expre s Ltd 

COMMERCIAL AND British American Tobacco Kapchorua Tea Co. Ltd 

SERVICES Housing Finance Co Ltd Kenya Ltd Ord 

Centum Investment Co 

Car and General (K) Ltd Ltd Carbacid Investments Ltd Limuru Tea Co. Ltd 

Williamson Tea Kenya 

CMC Holdings Ltd Jubilee Holdings Ltd Crown Berger Ltd Ltd 

Olympia Capital Holdings Kenya Commercial Bank 

ltd Ltd E.A.Cables Ltd Transcentury 

National Bank of Kenya 

Kenya Airways Ltd Ltd E.A.Portland Cement Ltd Kenya Orchards Ltd 

East African Breweries 

MarshaUs (E.A.) Ltd NJC Bank Ltd Ltd A.Baumann CO Ltd 

Pan Africa Insurance 

Nation Media Group Holdings Ltd Sameer Africa Ltd 

Standard Chartered Bank 

Standard Group Ltd Ltd KenolKobiJ Ltd 

TPS Eastern Africa 

(Serena) Ltd Equity Bank Ltd Mumias Sugar Co. Ltd 

Kenya Re-Insurance 

Scangroup Ltd Corporation Ltd Total Kenya Ltd 

The Co-operative Bank of 

AccessKenya Group Ltd Kenya Ltd Unga Group Ltd 

Safaricom Ltd CFC Insurance Holdings KenGen Ltd 

Uchumi Supennarket Ltd Eveready East Africa Ltd 

Hutchings Siemer Ltd 



ppendi ll: orr lati n Among price, p , dp b p fa to and itdebt• 

eps dps bvps a to ltdebta ltdebteq 

price 1.0000 

eps 0.3357 1.0000 

dps 0.5070 0.5368 1.0000 

bvps 0.2074 0.6092 0.4679 1.0000 

fa to 0.0214 0.0731 0.0065 0.0346 1.0000 

ltdebtas -0.0348 -0.2411 -0.1427 -0.4736 -0.0942 1.0000 

ltdebteq -0.0326 -0.0357 0.0489 0.1062 -0.0023 -0.0807 

Source· Research Data (2011) 



ppendi III: orrelation Among pri e curatio in turn patio al 

pnce curatio invtum peratio salesgr ep gr 

price 1.0000 

curatio 0.0126 1.0000 

invturn 0.0004 -0.0182 1.0000 

peratio 0.0519 -0.0037 0.0050 1.0000 

saJesgr -0.0318 -0.0066 0.1893 -0.0342 1.0000 

epsgr -0.0148 0.0001 0.0390 -0.0085 0.0938 1.0000 

Sourc ; Research Data 2011 ( ) 



ppend· : orr lati n Among price, divgr op rl finl n t al npmar in 

harecap and public 

price di gr operle finle netsales npmargin shar cap public 

price 1.0000 

curatio 0.0338 1.0000 

invturn -0.0055 -0.0033 1.0000 

peratio -0.0013 -0.0073 0.0070 1.0000 

salesgr -0.0035 -0.0237 -0.0140 -0.0059 1.0000 

epsgr 0.0335 0.0152 0.0023 0.0206 0.0214 1.0000 

sharecap -0.0711 0.0126 -0.0179 -0.0484 0.1852 0.0456 1.0000 

public -0.0267 -0.0098 -0.0019 -0.0064 -0.0339 0.0045 -0.0339 1.0000 

Source· R earcb Data 2011 ( ) 



ppeodi 

Number of Obs 12 

umb r of groups 7 

R- q: Within 0.1311 between 0.1251 

overall 0.1249 

F(9 496)= 8.32 

Prob>F= 0.00 

price Coef. t P>t 

eps 3.835133 8.319 0.000 

dpratio 1.873811 0.164 0.870 

public -2.52147 -0.181 0.856 

fa to -0.6622866 -0.449 0.654 

ltdebtas 88.56484 1.072 0.284 

curatio 278682 0.049 0.961 

operle 914526 -0.271 0.786 

salesgr -26.54536 -1.241 0.215 

sharecap -6.32e-07 -2.119 0.035 

cons 325.0554 6.824 0.000 

Source; Re earcb Data (2011) 



pp ndix VI: ro s ectional Time eri Fixed ffect R gre i n Anal 

Number of Obs 12 

umber of groups 7 

R-sq: Within 0.2236 between 0.0609 

overall 0.1153 

F(8 497)= 8.76 

Prob>F= 0.00 

pnce Coef. t P>t 

eps 3.772985 8.177 0.000 

dpratio 2.747591 0.240 0.810 

public -4.61E-08 -0.515 0.607 

fa to -0.3330763 -0.226 0.821 

ltdebtas 128.8642 1.599 0.110 

curatio 0.0475077 0 084 0.933 

operlev 0.0775599 -0.229 0.819 

salesgr - 26.50842 -1.236 0.217 

Source; Research Data (2011) 
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2.1lntroduction 

This section fom1s th second 1 rt f the . tud known as the literature re iew which is a body of 

oint f knowledge. It further discusses the theoretical 

perspective on capital structure · nd :m empirie<1lliterature on the tudy topic. 

2.2 Theoretical Re iew 

2.2.1 The Trade- off T J co ry 

Developments in capital true! ~·r th ory today are dominated by the search for the optima] 

capita] structure. orne the • · · ~ gg · t that firms select capital structures depending on 

attributes that d t rmin the var: " s c ~ and ben ti ts associated with debt and equity financing 

(Peterson 2005). Other , ugg~. that ther is no d finitive optimal capital structure and assume 

that the attraction of iP :· ' l ! . : . 1iclds and the threat of financial distress are second order 

fixed in terms of its a. · ·t :11 I , p ···,, ion and nly changes in the debt-to-equity ratios are 

considered (Ross 2003). Thi - mc:m~ that fums r duce their debt levels if the costs of financial 

distress become hi gh : n l :tr~ r T • t t maintain their leverage levels at optimums where the 

performance is maximi (t:d . or ·ir ri:sk is minimized. To elaborate more on this financing 

presented by th use o · bt i it:tl struc.t 1r s. 

" • 


